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In 1943, the U.S. War Department produced a 17-minute educational short titled “Don’t Be a Sucker.” The film portrays the rise of Nazism in Germany and alerts Americans against repeating the mistakes of intolerance made by the Nazi. It shows that Americans will lose their country if they let fellow humans be turned into “suckers” by fanatics and hatred. The film was produced to make the case for the desegregation of the United States armed forces by revealing the connection between prejudice and fascism.

The film became “viral” on YouTube after the events at Charlottesville, Va., because it teaches how to recognize and reject the propaganda used by the Nazis to promote hate and intimidation. It shows how prejudice can be used to divide a nation to gain power and how such tactics can be neutralized by friendly persuasion and that protection of liberty is a unifying and peaceful way to live peacefully.

That hate groups chose the college town for their march for months last August 11 and 12, is not surprising. The statute of the Robert E. Lee -at the center of the controversy- located in (Memorial Park originally known as Lee Park), was erected in 1924 when the park was for whites only. For many years, it demonstrated “conspicuous pride.” Further, in 1943, the NAACP brought to the university that would in turn, to educate some of white supremacy’s modern leaders by making a gift of $650. But there is an even more important reason why hate groups are choosing state universities for their purposes: confrontation.

To understand that we must realize what their tactics are and how they intend to achieve their end. The Nazi propaganda is based on the belief that “the worst will naturally fall into the trap of engaging into street fights with others.” The film portrays the rise of Nazism in Germany and alerts Americans how to recognize and reject the propaganda used by the Nazis to promote hate and intimidation. It shows that Americans will lose their country if they let fellow humans be turned into “suckers” by fanatics and hatred. The film was produced to make the case for the desegregation of the United States armed forces by revealing the connection between prejudice and fascism.
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